
 

 

 
Abstract—We propose obstacle classification method based on 2D 

LIDAR Database. The existing obstacle classification method based 
on 2D LIDAR, has an advantage in t erms of accuracy and shor ter 
calculation time. However, it was difficult to classifier the type of 
obstacle and therefore accurate path planning was not pos sible. In 
order to overcome this problem, a method of classifying obstacle type 
based on width data of obstacle was proposed. However, width data 
was not sufficient to improve accuracy. In this paper, database was 
established by width and intensity data; th e first c lassification was 
processed by the width data; the second classification was processed 
by the intensity data; classification was processed by comparing to 
database; result of obstacle classification was determined by finding 
the one with highest similarity values. An experiment using an actual 
autonomous vehicle under real environment shows that calculation 
time declined in comparison to 3D LIDAR and it was possible to 
classify obstacle using single 2D LIDAR. 

 
Keywords—Obstacle, Classification, LIDAR, Segmentation, 

Width, Intensity, Database. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T is necessary to path  planning constantly to make 
autonomous vehicles to drive for itself without intervention 

of a driv er. The path planning technology is to gen erate an 
available route from a current location to a destination [1]. To 
path planning, an autonomous vehicle should be able to judge 
between drivable area and u ndrivable area on t he road and 
avoid obstacles in driving, thus obstacle-perception technology 
is essential.  

However, information on the type of the obstacles is needed 
in addition to obstacle perception. If they could obtain more 
efficient information on the type of obstacles, it is possible for 
vehicles to makea judgment appropriate fo r obstacles and 
situations. 

As representative sensors to perceive the surrounding 
environment to path planning, there are LIDAR (LIght 
Detecting And Ranging), and VISION [2].As shown in the Fig. 
1, performance of a sensor can be evaluated by range, scan 
angle, distance accuracy, range resolution, and an gular 
resolution.  
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Fig. 1 Sensor Specification 

 
LIDAR is able to acquire quite accurate distance information 

with a high range resolution and angular resolution, which is 
usually used in th e map generating technique of the 
autonomous vehicles [3]. Ho wever, there are disadvantages 
that it is un able to obtain information on obst acles through 
forms or colors of them as it is only dependent on whether an 
obstacle exists or not, and di stance information between 
LIDAR and the obstacles.  

To overcome such disadvantages of LIDAR, techniques 
using multiple LIDAR [4], [5] or 3D LIDAR [6], [7] have been 
recently studied. But, cost of the sensor is high and the problem 
of difficulty in gett ing information on obstacles through their 
form or color is still remained. Therefore, information on the 
type of obstacles is acquired throu gh convergence of LIDAR 
and a different sensor. The representative case among the 
different sensors is VISION. 

VISION has an  advantage which is ab le to p erceive 
information like pedestrians or cars in slow driving unavailable 
in LIDAR through image data, which is mainly used in obstacle 
perception in autonomous vehicles [1]. However, there are also 
disadvantages that it is difficult to get distance-information 
(which is strength of LIDAR) and guarantee high speed due to 
much calculation in autonomous vehicles [8]. Also, it is 
impossible to get information through VISION in the dark 
environment where visibility is not secured. 

If it is po ssible to classify the type of obstacles, beyond 
obstacle perception, which is ab le to o btain accurate 
information on obstacles, accordingly, an efficient and accurate 
path planning, not a simple version, is possible. For example, if 
the perceived obstacle is a person, the autonomous driving 
vehicle should stop, and if the obstacle is a car in slow driving 
or an accident area, it should avoid the situation like changing a 
lane. Like th is, if accurate obstacle classification is p ossible, 
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beyond obstacle perception, more efficient route generation is 
possible.  

Therefore, this paper proposes an obstacle classification 
method which could provide safer autonomous driving by 
planning efficient and accurate path for autonomous vehicles, 
after perception of obstacles using the LIDAR data and 
classification of the type of obstacles. 

II. RELEVANT RESEARCH 

To planning efficient and accurate path, it is necessary to 
acquire not only obstacle perception but also information on the 
type of obstacles. However, the LIDAR's distance data based 
obstacle classification method has problems that it is not 
enough to acquire information on t he type of obstacles. To 
resolve such problems, researches studying methods to classify 
obstacle by using distance-data to get outline of the obstacles 
and geometric information and subsequent use of the 
information to classify the type of obstacles are ongoing, 
however, the problems are still remained to classify obstacles 
accurately [9]. As solutions for the problems, a new method to 
acquire other information to p erceive obstacles from the 
distance data is studied, not a method simply using the distance 
data through the 3D LIDAR data. Looking into a paper using 
the 3D LIDAR and a paper using the MLP network of them, it 
is found that they hav e a di sadvantage of complicated 
calculation from big data c aused by the 3D L IDAR [10]. 
Consequently, a new data which is able to classify the type of 
obstacles and expected to have less co mplication from small 
size is needed. 

There is alrea dy a method classifying obstacles using the 
LIDAR intensity data [11], [12]. The method used the 
probability distribution of the LIDAR intensity data and 
dispersion to perceive and classify obstacles [11], [12]. 
However, less complicated calculation is not guaranteed to 
classify obstacles by calculating the probability distribution of 
the intensity data and dispersion. If it is difficult to guarantee 
real-time response, quick planning of a pa th for autonomous 
vehicles is impossible as well as safety related issues. For this 
reason, a n ew obstacle classification method based on the 
single LIDAR is necessar y, which should be able to clas sify 
obstacles accurately and guarantee high processing speed. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a new method to planning a 
path efficiently and accurately for autonomous vehicles and 
secure safe autonomous driving through high real-time 
response in comparing LIDAR data to DB. A new method to 
classify obstacles is sug gested by comparing data generated 
from DB to d ata acquired by LIDAR, after creating DB of  
obstacles using LI DAR data. F or the method, width data of 
obstacles is extracted from the LIDAR’s distance data, and the 
first classification is conducted based on the data. Here, i t is 
difficult to classify obstacles accurately only by the width data, 
thus the secon d classification is conducted using the LIDA R 
intensity data.  

As a solution to the biggest problem of the LIDAR’s distance 
data based method that it is unable to acquire information on 
the type of obstacles, this paper uses the LIDAR intensity and 
KNN-Classification. We propose a new method to classify 

obstacles, combining the advantage of resolving the VISION 
based method's problem with high real-time response of the 
LIDAR based method as another advantage. 

III. OBSTACLE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM 

 
Fig. 2 Obstacle Classification Algorithm 

 
Obstacle classification algorithm in this paper proceeds in 

the way s hown in the Fig. 2 . First, data in the front area is 
acquired through the 2D LIDAR, and final obstacles are 
classified through comparison to the pre-generated DB. To 
conduct the process, obstacle classification algorithm in t he 
paper is composed of 3 systems; data acquisition system, 
classified data input system, and data classification system. 

Under the data acquisition system, data in the front area is 
acquired through the 2D LIDAR, and noise unnecessary for the 
2D LIDAR is re moved through segmentation, enabling data 
acquisition within the needed perception range. Also, it 
generates width data through the 2D LIDAR data and conducts 
the first overall classification. 

The classification data input system levels data within  the 
needed perception range to generate the obstacle DB after the 
acquired noise is removed by the data acquisition system. 

The data classification system classifies final obstacles 
through comparison between the firstly classified 2D LIDAR 
data from the data acquisition system and the o bstacle DB 
generated from the classification data input system. Details on 
each system are as follows. 

A. Data Acquisition System  

The data acquisition system acquires data on information of 
obstacles in the front area through the 2D LIDAR show in the 
Fig. 3.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Data Acquisition System 

 
2D LIDAR data, acquired through the who le system 

initialization, is divided into two types o f data; distance data 
between obstacles and the 2D LIDAR and  the intensity data 
presenting features of obstacles. LIDAR used in this paper is 
SICK LMS, a product of 2D LIDAR. As it has a FOV(Field of 
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View) within 270° and accuracy of 0.5, 541 distance data and 
the corresponding 541 intensity data can be acquired. Distance 
data and intensity data are acquired for each range from 270° 
to0.5°. Distance data and intensity data are acquired in the form 
of a character string and each form is hexadecimal number. 

As for the acquired 2D LIDAR data, every data within the 
perception range of the 2D LIDAR is acquired. Therefore, we 
need to re move unnecessary data like noise and ext ract data 
within the range with possibility of obstacles out of the wide 
270°. The process is segmentation, which generates width data 
of obstacles using the 2D dis tance data and makes grouping 
through the generated outcome, in addition to removing noise 
of the 2 D LIDAR data. The first classification is br iefly 
conducted through the width data of obstacles. Segmentation 
technique used in this paper is sequential classification, which 
is able to obtain point cloud, connecting sequentially measured 
points out of the 2D LI DAR data [13]. Looking into the 
segmentation process, from the 541 2D L IDAR data, it is 
assumed that the i-th scanned point is , a point scanned prior 
to the i-th one is , and a point scanned after the i-thone is 

. As the 2D LIDAR data is measured sequentially by 
nature, we can  figure out location o f points previously/after 
measured based on a random point of . Through this process, 
a line connecting between points can be considered or width 
data of obstacles can be extracted through the length of the line. 

B. Classification Data Input System  

 
Fig. 4 Classification Data Input System 

 
Classification data input system is initially one-time 

performance system, under which the acquired 2D LIDAR data 
is collected and obstacle DB is generated show in the Fig. 4.  

First, obstacles for DB generation are measured through the 
data acquisition system and the 2D LIDAR data is leveled after 
noise and unnecessar y data are removed. In the real 
environment experiment, the 2D LIDAR data is not in the same 
value due to air penetration ratio for each moment or noise of 
channels. Therefore, each obstacle DB is generated after 
ten-times perceived data is add ed along with leveling. 
Reliability of the DB is expected from the process. 

Obstacles put into the DB ar e selected as pedestrians, 
vehicles, two-wheel vehicles, and rubber cone.  

When generating the obstacle DB, two factors were 
considered. First, distance b etween autonomous vehicles and 
obstacles. Under this paper, maximum perception range of the 
2D LIDAR is 20m, and breaking distance in slow drivin g 
(30km/h) is 15m, thus it was considered that obstacle 

classification should be made at least within 20m ahead. Also, 
we had the obstacle DB generated with the interval of 5m from 
20m to 5m for unexpected obstacles appearing within 20m. The 
second factor is a directi on of the o bstacle. In general, 
expectable directions are narrowed to 4 when the 2D LIDAR 
perceives obstacles; front, side, rear, and side-back of the 
obstacles. In case of side, as each obstacle has quite different 
size, classification accuracy is high. Considering pedestrians, 
two-wheel vehicles, and vehicles, size difference of t he 
obstacles is cl ear. Therefore, the o bstacle DB was generated 
based on rear direction which is generally perceived in 
autonomous driving in this paper. Based o n the rear of 
obstacles, this paper is to classify obstacles using intensity data 
according to obstacle features, not the size of them. 

The obstacle DB saves data acquired from the data 
acquisition system by leveling, and its saving format is as the 
(1), (2) stated below.  
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In the (1)~(2), is a res ult of generating DB from 

leveling the 2D LIDAR data,  is the 2D LIDAR data 
acquired the data a cquisition system, and  is 
dispersion of the 2D LIDAR data which can be acquired 
through leveling. 

The obstacle DB includes information on intensity of the 
obstacles. As the 2 D LIDAR data having been through 
segmentation is composed of values for each distance of 
0.5°and intensity about the obstacle’s range, the obstacle DB is 
composed of values of intensity for each 0.5° regarding each 
obstacle’s range.  

C. Data Classification System  

Data classification system classifies final obstacles by 
comparing the intensity of the firstly classified 2D LIDAR data 
through the data acquisition system, to that of the obstacle DB 
generated through the classification data input system.  

The second classification uses Euclidean Distance. Equation 
(3) is expression of Euclidean Distance.  from (3) is the 
obstacle DB generated through the classification data input 
system, and  means the 2D LIDAR data acquired through 
the data acq uisition system. After calculating error by 
comparison between the acq uired 2D LIDAR data and the 
generated obstacle DB, the system classifies final obstacles 
with the ob stacle DB hav ing the least value out of the 
calculated errors.  
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Euclidean Distance is a general method used in comparing 
two data. It h as a disad vantage of causing complication in 
square calculation while it has an advantage of intuitive 
calculation of data difference and simplicity compared to other 
KNN-Classification. Also, it is efficient in comparison between 
data with high immobility like a DB. It calculates error between 
the obstacle DB an d the intensit y data and classifies final 
obstacles by judging obstacles with the least error out of the 
calculated error. 

 
TABLE I 

ACCURACY OF EXISTING ALGORITHM 
Obstacle Accuracy (%) 

Pedestrian 96.96 
Vehicle 91.65 
Building 88.13 

Light Pole / Trees 88.12 
Others 81.81 

 
TABLE II 

ACCURACY OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
Obstacle Accuracy (%) 

Pedestrian 82.83 
Vehicle 92.79 

2-wheel Vehicle 79.73 
Rubber Corn 88.25 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

D. Experiment Environment  

 
Fig. 5 2D LIDAR   

 

 
Fig. 6 Test Vehicle 

 
This paper uses a model of LMS 111 in SICK as shown in the 

Fig. 5 for obstacle classification. As for the autonomous 
vehicle, we used a renovated Sportage R like in the Fig. 6. We 
mounted the 2D LIDAR at the front bumper and tested i t by 
using LabVIEW and installing an industrial PC. The test venue 

is a road in the campus of Yeongnam University, and obstacles 
were displayed with an interval of 5m from 5m to 20m. The 
experiment was con ducted in the condition that autonomous 
vehicle and obstacles are static. 

E. Experiment Result  

This experiment is to compare the method using the 3D 
LIDAR regarding the acc uracy of the obstacle classification 
[10]. 

The accuracy of the o bstacle classification was ju dged by 
perception ratio of the type of obstacles in the front area, 
through comparison between the existing obstacle DB and the 
acquired obstacle data from the 2D LIDAR. 

While the Table I sho ws classification accuracy about the 
obstacle classification method, using 3D LIDAR[10] and the 
Table II shows classif ication accuracy for each 4 obstacle 
selected by this paper. By coming together the experiments in 
the range of 5m, 10m, 15m, and 20m, classification accuracy 
for each obstacle was percentage. 

It was f ound that classification accuracy of vehicles was 
highest, which is due to its biggest size compared to other 
obstacles. As its size is relatively big compared to other 
obstacles, a good result was presented in the first classification 
from using the width data of obstacles.  

The reason for the second highest level of the classification 
accuracy of rubber cone is t hat the intensity data is regular 
compared to the two-wheel or pedestrians in similar sizes. 
Based on th e regular intensity data, we could obtain a g ood 
result at the second classification. 

As for the pedestrians and the two-wheel vehicles, it was 
found that classification accuracy was lower than vehicles and 
rubber cone. In case of vehicles, classification was easier by 
using the bigger width data than o ther obstacles and rubber 
cone was easil y classified based on its mediums and colors. 
However, as for pedestrians and two-wheel vehicles, difference 
in width data was not clear and difference in intensity data was 
not regular, either. Detailed result is as follows. Pedestrians and 
two-wheel vehicles have various mediums and colors.  

Mediums and col ors of pedestrians are d ifferentiated 
according to clothes of drivers. In case of two-wheel vehicles, 
they have various mediums and colors by itself, but intensity is 
not regular as the diversity is increased by clothes of drivers. 
This fact is the reason that classification accuracy of 
pedestrians and two-wheel vehicles is lower than other 
obstacles. To resolve this problem, we used DB dispersion 
generated from the classification data input system. When 
comparing pedestrians and two-wheel vehicles, we considered 
that a medium of the two-wheel vehicles was more varied than 
that of pedestrians. If two-wheel vehicles are perceived in rear, 
three types of medium are perceived including wheels of the 
two-wheel vehicles, the vehicle itself, and legs of riders. Then, 
dispersion value can be cal culated according to the diff erent 
intensities of the three mediums. Classification of pedestrians 
and two-wheel vehicles were conducted through the dispersion 
value. 

When comparing to the obstacle classification method using 
the existing 3D LIDAR, the algorithm in the paper showed little 
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difference in classification accuracy. However, in case of  
pedestrians, if was found that more accurate result was 
presented as a result of classification after detailed extraction of 
pedestrians' features using the 3D LIDAR data. Ho wever, we 
considered a problem that the 3D LIDAR data has complicated 
calculation according to its big data. Given that the 3D LIDAR 
data has a bigger amount and more complicated structure than 
those of 2D LIDAR data, we expect this paper could 
supplement the lower classification accuracy by algorithm 
strength of using the 2D LIDAR data. 

V.  CONCLUSION 
This paper developed the 2D LIDAR based obstacle 

classification method for autonomous driving. Quick planning 
for path is an important part in autonomous driving related with 
safety. For such quick planning for path, accurate classification 
of obstacles is necessary. We classified obstacles using the 2D 
LIDAR’s distance data and intensity data. By replacing the 
obstacle classification method using the existing 3D LIDAR 
data with the method through the distance data of LIDAR, 
intensity data, and KNN- Classification as shown in the Fig. 2, 
we could see overall calculation reduced.  

The future research will be classification of obstacles such as 
lane, speed bump, traffic sign, and traffic lights in addition to 
general obstacles like drivable area for improved path planning. 
Also, factors like obstacles or motion of autonomous driving 
vehicles influencing on th e classification accuracy should be 
studied. It is required to devel op a classification algorithm 
through modeling on intensity for each obstacle by finding out 
features of the intensity data. Lastly, research on the lear ning 
system to generate the obstacle DB should be conducted. It is 
expected to provide higher obstacle classification accuracy 
through real-time DB gen eration and updating. The r esearch 
will be helpful to the system which a real-time path planning in 
autonomous driving. 
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